IntuiScript is an innovative project aiming at the development of a digital workbook providing feedback during the handwriting learning process for children from three to seven years old. In this context, the paper presents a method to analyse handwriting quality that responds to the expectations of the IntuiScript educational scenario: on-line and real time feedback for children, an automatic detection of children mistakes guiding the pedagogical progression, and a precise analysis of children writing saved to help teacher to understand children writing skills. The presented method introduces a multi-criteria architecture to analyse handwriting quality based on three different aspects: shape, order and direction. The validation of the proposed approach is done on a realistic dataset collected in preschools and primary schools with 952 children. Results show a positive feedback of children and teachers about the use of tactile digital devices, and a significant improvement of the performances of the multi-criteria architecture compared to the previous analyser. The ground truth has been annotated by experts with different levels of confidence. Specific evaluation metrics are introduced to deal with confidence annotations. in a component) [14] and stroke relationship errors (e.g. relative length and position) [15] . Falk et al. [3] use five primitives (legibility, form, alignment, size and space) to quantify handwriting proficiency of children. More generally, approaches for medical systems such as [10, 11, 12] use mainly the kinematic aspect by opposition to educational systems [13, 3] that pay more attention to legibility 105
Introduction
Jolly et al. [1] have presented a comparative study about the acquisition of the training handwriting between digital devices and paper. Results show a significant improvement of children trained on the digital device compared to children trained on paper, notably in terms of fluency (decreasing of the 5 in-air time, and stopping time). In this context, this paper tackles the problem of handwriting quality analysis. More precisely, this work takes place in an innovative project IntuiScript 1 founded by the French government to take advantages of the digital devices in primary schools. It aims at developing a digital workbook to help teachers and children from three to seven years old dur- 10 ing the handwriting learning process. This work contributes to the IntuiScript educational scenario with block letters on three main aspects:
• it allows children to work in autonomy with on-line and real time feedback;
• it proposes automatically pedagogical exercises that are adapted to children difficulties based on the automatic analysis of children writing; 15 • it provides a precise off-line analysis of children writing (i.e. order, direction, shape) to help teachers to understand children writing skills and difficulties. Figure 2 : Hierarchical methodology that enables children to be autonomous by first analysing letters of a word (a), and then working on letters (b) and primitives (c) if it is required. On-line feedback is given with a colour scale indicator drawn under each gesture with the following colouring code: very good (green with yellow star) (d), good (green) (e), average (orange) (f) and incorrect (red) (g).
The main objective of the IntuiScript project is to offer an advanced digital writing experience at school by using tablet and tactile digital devices (with 20 finger touch and stylus). The validation of the research project is based on experiments performed in schools from half a day to a month with more than 2 thousand of French primary school students in Brittany. This paper presents results of the first experimentation conducted in 20 preschools with 952 children. During a two hours session, groups of seven/eight children as illustrated 25 in Figure 1 and Figure 2 were drawing the block letters of the day of the week and having automatic feedback with a colour scale indicator reflecting the correctness of written letters.
The analyse of the handwriting quality is related to legibility (shape) and ductus (order, direction) aspects. During the early learning stage of the writing, 30 it is very important to have strong constraints on the ductus to acquire a correct handwriting coordination. However, during their handwriting learning process, children acquire their own handwriting style in which there are tolerances for ductus constraints, and the legibility becomes the main aspect evaluated. The legibility score decreases continuously with the deformation of a symbol. On the 35 opposite, scores related to the ductus correspond to a binary decision, where educational experts do not always agree on a single writing convention, but think that children must have rules defining uniquely how to write correctly a symbol. That is why the French Ministry of Education defines documents that describe a writing convention which is a recommendation for teacher as 40 illustrated in Figure 3 . In this case, the gesture correctness is related to the notion of elementary strokes (e.g. horizontal/vertical/slanted line, half-circle) where a correct order and direction correspond respectively to a correct sequence and direction of each elementary stroke. Therefore, the system presented in the paper allows to return an adapted feedback corresponding to children skills and 45 balanced between legibility and ductus aspects.
In this paper, three main criteria are used to analyse the handwriting quality: shape, order and direction. Similarly to [2, 3, 4, 5] , the proposed approach evaluates the handwriting quality with regards to reference models using intra-class and inter-class scores (i.e. the similarity to the analysed model and the differ-50 ence to other models, see Figure 4 ). Compared to the previous approach [5] , specialised features and classifiers are introduced for each criterion.
This work presents a multi-criteria approach that analyses shape, order and direction aspects of children handwriting. It is also seen as an extension of [5] that analyses symbols with an evolving fuzzy inference system [6] and HBF49 [7] 55 features. More precisely, this paper contains five main contributions by introducing:
• a multi-criteria approach combining specialised classifiers (shape, order and direction) about legibility and ductus, with hierarchical dependencies (e.g. order and direction depend on shape) dedicated to specific problems, 60 see Section 4;
• a confidence score meaningful for teachers and children depending on two aspects: the distance to the theoretical model and the confusion with other models, see Section 4;
• a methodology to check the order correctness based on the identification of elementary strokes represented in a model as median strokes (see Sections 5.2.2 and 6.2.2);
• features to characterise finely shape and direction (fuzzy histogram of direction and orientation), see Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3;
• feedback of teachers and children about the introduction of tactile digital 70 devices in the learning writing process. A database from in-class experiments has been created with a ground truth and made publicly available for comparison with future works on handwriting analysis.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First, related work is presented in Section 2. The educational scenario associated to the IntuiScript project and 75 an overview of the approach are detailed in Section 3 and 4. Analysis-based features and classifiers are respectively described in Section 5 and 6. Then, Section 7 presents experiments and results. Sections 8 and 9 conclude this paper.
Related Work
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In the literature, handwriting quality is related to legibility and kinematic [8] .
The former corresponds to letter shape and its associated readiness. The latter concentrates on the writing process (e.g. order, direction, fluidity) that must be efficient, as writing is a fundamental skill that is necessary for learning and using knowledge. More precisely, the writing process requires three central skills: a 85 complete visual representation of each letter, a recognition of elementary strokes in letters, and the ability to reproduce a letter as a sequence of elementary strokes respecting the direction [9] .
There are two typical applications resulting from the handwriting analysis: medical and education systems. Guinet et al. [10] focus on the kinematic aspect 90 (i.e. velocity, duration, fluency, pauses) to detect handwriting pathologies. Jolly et al. [11] analyse the handwriting velocity to identify developmental coordination disorders. Accardo et al. [12] study handwriting kinematics of children on digital tablets with a various number of features (e.g. number of strokes per letter, peak velocities, and pen lift duration) and show that the handwriting is 95 related to four kinematic domains: velocity, spatial arrangement, automation and motor planning plan. Hu et al. [13] present an educational system that identifies three types of errors for Chinese characters: stroke production errors (i.e. stroke reversal, concatenation of separate strokes, broken strokes), stroke sequence errors (i.e. wrong sequencing of components, wrong stroke sequences features, and use simple kinematic features (e.g. velocity and acceleration).
The legibility of the writing is often evaluated with low-level features related to the letter recognition task that makes difficult to evaluate quantitatively the correctness of a criterion (e.g. shape in [4] ). Therefore, specific confidence scores (e.g. a confidence based on a modified quadratic discriminant function [16] ) are 110 often used to assess quantitatively this correctness. Following this aspect, the use of a reference model to compute confidence values is similar to applications related to the signature analysis [17, 18] where the aim is to evaluate if the handwriting of the signature corresponds to its owner. This underlines an important aspect of this paper which is the difference between recognition and 115 analysis tasks. The recognition consists in identifying a symbol independently of its quality and writing style. On the opposite, the analysis evaluates the quality of a symbol known by comparing it to a reference model, corresponding in this paper to teacher's expectations about handwriting.
This paper presents a handwriting analyser for educational systems which 120 uses static and dynamic examples. One important aspect is that a dynamic example -showing to children how to reproduce block letters -is a specific feature only possible with the use of digital devices. The proposed approach makes a step forward by introducing a finer analysis based on four criteria: multi-criteria, shape, order and direction. Firstly, a multi-criteria score sum-125 marises in real-time legibility and kinematic aspects for children, according to the teacher expectations. Secondly, a hierarchical approach presents for teachers the legibility aspect (shape) followed in case of the correctness by a kinematic analysis (order and direction). Finally, a fundamental criterion to assess the quality of the cursive writing is the fluidity [19] . However, it will be considered 130 later with the second step of the IntuiScript experiments related to the cursive analysis, and is therefore outside of the scope of this paper.
IntuiScript Educational Scenario
This paper investigates the handwriting quality analysis for its use in an educational system to give an on-line feedback to children and off-line feed-135 back to teachers. The on-line feedback helps children by providing a simple score to measure their improvements and to work in autonomy. The off-line feedback is composed of a set of more detailed feedback that can be used by teachers. In-class experiments presented in this paper target the validation of this handwriting analysis methodology. The educational scenario and digital 140 workbook design will be evaluated at the end of the IntuiScript project with several months of experiment and more than 1000 children. Nevertheless, this project is based on a user-centered design approach that includes several cycles of conception followed by experiments. Therefore, feedback of children and teachers related to this experiment will be used to improve the next version of 145 the education scenario. The rest of this section presents the current educational scenario proposed by IntuiScript educational experts for learning words based on block letters.
The scenario illustrated by Figure 2 is based on three hierarchical steps adapted to the skills and difficulties of each child. It is important to note that 150 the automatic adaptation of pedagogical exercises is only possible with an online handwriting analysis, such as the one presented in this paper. First, based on examples containing rules about shape, order and direction, children have to write each letter of a given word and an on-line feedback is returned (see Figure 2 (a)). In the application, examples correspond to dynamic animations that can be repeated as many times as children want. Then, if the system detects some incorrectly letters drawn, it proposes to children to work on individual letters (see Figure 2(b) ). An on-line feedback allows them to measure autonomously their progress. Finally, if the system detects that the handwriting is still incorrect, an exercise with letter primitives (e.g. horizontal/verti-160 cal/slant line, loop) is given with the same approach than individual letters (see Figure 2 (c)).
Multi-Criteria Gesture Analysis
The handwriting analysis task is fundamentally different from the recognition task that focuses on the recognition of a letter independently of its quality and its writing style. The input of this system illustrated in Figure 5 corresponds to a gesture acquired from a digital device (a) that can be decomposed in strokes (delimited by pen up) (b), elementary strokes (delimited by singularity points) (c) and median strokes (median segments of elementary strokes) (d). In the analysis, the letter is already known but the aim is to evaluate its 170 quality by comparing it against a reference model under various criteria that can be interdependent (e.g. order depends on shape). Two complementary measurements are related to this process: an intra-class measure describing the closeness to the model of the expected letter, and an inter-class measure which quantifies its discriminatory quality with respect to other symbols.
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The analysis system depicted in Figure 6 is based on a hierarchical approach with three criteria: shape, order and direction. Each criterion can be used by teachers during the remediation to identify errors and children difficulties. A refined multi-criteria confidence gives to children a score related to legibility and ductus aspects.
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More precisely, the elementary-analyser presented in Figure 7 consists in extracting features that are used by discriminative and generative models to compute inter-class and intra-class scores. These scores are then merged with the fusion model to give a final confidence score with regards the symbol analysed. In the rest this paper, the denomination analysis-based classifier refers to 185 a set of discriminative, generative and fusion models. The two following sections describe analysis-based features and classifiers specifics for each criterion, followed by the evaluation in Section 7 comparing the results with this approach obtained against an approach using a recognitionbased methodology [5] . 190 
Analysis-Based Features
The analysis is based on a set of specific features to characterise different aspects of an handwriting letter, and used as input for an analysis-based classifier.
In the previous approach [5] , features for each criterion were a subset of a 195 set of recognition-based features : HBF49. In this paper, a new set of dedicated analysis-based features are defined for each criterion. The rest of this section presents these two approaches.
A baseline with HBF49 features HBF49
[7] is a generic set of features designed for handwriting symbols 200 recognition. More precisely, it is composed of dynamic features that depend on the writing process (e.g. starting and ending positions, proportion of downstrokes trajectory, angle of the initial vector, inflexions), and visual features that focus on the appearance of the written results (e.g. 2D histogram of point, kperpendicularity, k-angle). This set of features captures multiple criteria: shape, 205 order, direction and global as depicted in Table 1 . [7] with regards global, shape, order and direction criteria. Each number refers to the features identifier described in [7] . Features 6 and 7 characterise two criteria: order and direction. [5] HBF49 (15, 16, 17 , 32-40) 11 Order [5] HBF49 (1-7) 7 Direction [5] HBF49 (13, 24-31) 9
Some set of analysis-based features, presented in Table 2 , were build in [5] by selecting a subset of HBF49 features for each criterion. However, HBF49 has been designed to recognise handwritten symbols and not to analyse specifically the correctness of a criterion with regards to a reference model. For instance, 210 HBF49 does not contain any precise features to characterise order and direction. Order features used in [5] (i.e. HBF49 (1-7) ) capture starting and ending position but are not robust enough to detect order changes in elementary strokes. Similarly, direction features [5] (i.e. HBF49 (13, 24-31) ) focus on the proportion of down-strokes trajectory and the global orientation that is not sufficient 215 to characterise changes of direction related to elementary strokes.
A new set of analyse-based features
The set of new analyse-based features introduced in this paper is sum up in Table 3 and described as follows where each criterion must be independent.
Shape 220
The proposed shape features consist firstly in selecting HBF49 features that do not depend on order and direction (e.g. 2D histogram of points [32 − 40], Secondly, a novel set of features is added to capture finely shape changes because most of HBF49 features are global except the 2D histogram of points that lacks of precision (e.g. a square and its included circle have very close 2D histogram of points but shapes are fundamentally different). These orientation features presented in Figure 8 are based on a 4 × 3 grid in which a four bins histogramassociated to the range [0, π] -with a fuzzy quantification is built for each cell.
Consequently, 48 features are added, and the set of shape features is composed of 69 features. The use of the fuzzy theory [20, 21] in these features allows to be more robust to evaluate the quality of shape drawn by children. During the learning writing process, children writing can have a stroke positioning less precised that adults and the use fuzzy theory in features allows to capture with less training samples a description of the orientation of a given model. First, nonfuzzy histograms of orientation or direction are computed in each cell. Then, these histograms contribute to the fuzzy histogram of the closest cells with a fuzzy voting. This voting depends on the contributions of each segment in a cell. As illustrated in Figure 8(d) , the fuzzy weight is related to the distance between the segment and closest cells (4 among the 9 around the segment). The distance is expressed as an exponential function of the Manhattan distance between the gravity centre of a cell and a segment. More precisely, the equation (1) defines the contribution of a segment to the fuzzy weight associated to a cell (i, j) where g seg and g i,j are respectively the gravity centre of the segment considered and the cell (i, j), and C cells corresponds the set of closest cells to the current segment.
Order
The correct order of a gesture corresponds to the correct order of the associated elementary strokes (see Figure 5 (c)). The identification of the correct order is based on the median part of strokes (see Figure 10 ) which is a part of elementary stroke that is invariant to direction changes. During the learning 225 process, median strokes are computed from a letter fully decomposed in elementary strokes as presented in Figure 12 . The classification stage, described The next section describes the different classification systems used with these input features. 
Analysis-based Classifiers
In the previous approach [5] , a single classifier (evolving fuzzy inference 245 system [6] ) was used with specific feature sets for each criterion.
In this paper, in addition of specifics features presented in the previous section, a specific classifier is introduced for each criteria. First, the elementary analyser described in Figure 7 is presented. Then, specifics classifiers using the elementary analyser for shape, direction and order criteria are described.
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Finally, a multi-criteria analyser corresponding to Figure 6 is explained.
In the rest of this paper, a gesture is defined as a set of strokes as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). More formally, each stroke is represented as a set of points x g = ∪ Np i=1 p i where a point p i is represented by its x and y coordinates and time values. G represents the set of gestures that is currently analysed. g represents 255 one gesture or class of the set G.
Elementary Analyser
Supervised learning algorithms use a generative and discriminative analysis to compute intra-class and inter-class scores (see Figure 4 ). These algorithms take as input a set of labelled data (x cg ,k ) k∈ 1,Ng where N g is the number of 260 samples available for a gesture g. More precisely, each sample is represented by a set of features.
The generative algorithm builds a prototype M that is used to compute an intra-class score, also called absolute confidence. The discriminative algorithm generates a model MD that discriminates samples among classes using the 265 prototype M and features extracted. The inter-class score resulting from this process is also called relative confidence. These algorithms are incremental algorithms to let teachers expend models with their own drawing. The first builds a prototype as a set of clusters and the second is a classifier based on a fuzzy inference system. The rest of this section described in details each algorithm of 270 the elementary analyser as follows:
Generative Model
For each gesture (or class) g ∈ G, a cluster c g is represented by a mean vector µ cg and a covariance matrix Σ cg . As in [22] , an incremental process is used to compute the mean vector and the precision matrix Φ cg = Σ −1 cg that are respectively expressed by equations (2) and (3) where x cg ,k is the k-th sample relative to the gesture g, α k = 1/k, Ψ cg,k = x cg ,k − µ c,k and λ cg,
Finally, the prototype resulting from the supervised clustering is M = (µ cg , Φ cg ) g∈G where the Mahalanobis distance d m quantifies the closeness of a sample x to the cluster c g . The absolute confidence described in Section 6.2.1 is based on this distance.
Discriminative Model
An evolving fuzzy inference system named Evolve [6, 22] is used in addition of the generative model to build decision boundaries as linear functions of the prototype M and input features. This process, which is equivalent to a neural network, is particularly efficient to improve the discriminatory power of the system by increasing the precision of the class boundaries between prototypes. The model resulting from this learning process is defined as:
where E c represents the linear functions. (s g ) g∈G corresponds to a vector of the membership degrees relatively to all classes in G and is used to compute the 275 relative confidence described in Section 6.2.1.
Fusion Model
The fusion model combines results of the generative and discriminative models with a conjunction between two comparative metrics: the absolute confidence c a which is the closeness to a cluster model resulting from the generative model, 280 and the relative confidence c r which is the confidence to not confuse gestures resulting from the discriminative model. This paper makes a contribution by introducing a probabilistic version of the confidence defined in equation (6) where x g represents a gesture to analyse as a g ∈ G.
c
Specialised Analysers
Three specialised analysers are defined: the confidence-based classifier, binary order classifier and binary direction classifier that are used respectively 285 for shape, order and direction criteria.
Confidence-Based Classifier
The confidence-based classifier is based on the fusion model. It introduces a method to normalise the confidence score to be meaningful for teachers and children.
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Firstly, the absolute confidence is computed with the generative model and a set of positive samples to define a confidence function using a Log-Cauchy distribution. This confidence function defined in equation (7) corresponds to its reliability function where the median and the median absolute deviation of ln(x) are robust estimators of parameters µ and σ [23] .
However, using this estimator does not correspond to the confidence of positive samples as the computed confidence varies from 0 to 1 for positive samples. To give a useful feedback to children, it is expected that the confidence of negative and positive samples correspond respectively to ranges 0 − 0.5 and 0.5 − 1.0. Consequently, µ must be estimated as the rejection threshold between positive 295 and negative samples, and σ as the median absolute deviation.
The estimation process illustrated in Figure 11 works as follows. First, for each gesture g, positive and negative samples are generated with artificial data synthesis by geometrical distortion [24] (rotation, inclination, curvature changes). Then, the rejection threshold relatively to the Mahalanobis distance µ g is learnt by using a greedy algorithm that minimises a function depending on the ratio of false positives r F P and false negatives r F N defined in equation (8). The parameter β g fixes the importance of having less false negatives than false positives that depends on the application. e µg = arg min
Secondly, the relative confidence defined in equation (10) is based on the output of the discriminative classifier and extends the definition of [5] corresponding to equation (9) by penalising continuously the score when there is a confusion (s g corresponds to the membership degree relatively to the class g).
Binary Order Classifier
Order is a binary criterion that is considered correct when all the elementary strokes have been drawn in the correct order. Each elementary stroke is represented as its median stroke of size s m that is invariant to drawing directions. A discriminative model is used to discriminate them efficiently. Therefore, the order model MD o is defined by equation (11) and depicted in Figure 12 where N g e is the number of elementary strokes associated to a gesture g and E g c are the rules conclusion.
During the analysis, a spatio-temporal decomposition resulting from a spatial sampling applied to the original gesture is used to build the gesture sequence (g t ) t∈ 1,N s p −sm where g t = ∪ t+sm i=t p s i (12) and g s = ∪ N s p i=1 p s i is the gesture after applying the spatial sampling. Then, given a gesture g, elements of the gesture sequence are compared to median stroke models to identify the e g elements that have the best matching based on discriminative distances of the class recognised by the generative model (see the sliding window in Figure 13 ). More precisely, for each median stroke k, a set of stroke candidates G c is built with strokes having the best generative scores among the gesture sequence, and the best matching is found as follows:
where c k g represents the cluster of the k-th median stroke. Finally, the order is correct if all elements matched are in the same order than the median-stroke model. 
Binary Direction Classifier
Similarly to order, direction is a binary criterion that is considered correct when all the elementary strokes are in the correct direction independently of the order. For each gesture g, a discriminative model MD d is learnt to discriminate the direction correctness. A class is created for each combination of elementary strokes inversion direction. This model is defined in equation (14) where I g represents the number of inversion of direction (i.e. 2 N g e ). Therefore, the binary decision follows the best membership degrees s best , i.e. correct if the correct direction class is recognised and incorrect if one of the incorrect direction class is recognised.
Multi-Criteria Analyser
Finally, a refined multi-criteria confidence gives to children a feedback related to the legibility and the ductus. It is defined as the combination of the previous criteria by equation (15) where c s , c o and c d are the confidence associated to shape, order and direction, and (α k ) k∈{1,0} a maximum score when there is one or two errors, and α s a weight associated to the shape.
This confidence is obtained by combining the continuous confidence of the shape classifier with a penalisation when the order and/or the direction are incorrect.
The weights (α k ) k∈{0,1,s} are fixed by teachers and depends on the children skills and teacher expectations.
Experiments and Results
This section presents experimental results of the multi-criteria analyser against the recognition-based approach of [5] that uses only recognition features. First, datasets are introduced followed by the approach to generate the 310 ground truth and the evaluation protocol. Finally, experiments and results are explained.
Datasets
Training and testing datasets are extracted from a dataset collected from 952 children from four to five years old in 20 French preschools. Children were 315 practising block letters with exercises mainly related to week words (e.g. lundi, mardi meaning respectively Monday and Tuesday in French). 20 correct samples 2 for each letter (i.e. A, C, D, E, H, I, L, M, N, O, P, R and U) with various number of strokes are used in the training dataset, and the rest constitute the Original Testing (OT) dataset described by Table 4(a). However, 320 the OT dataset contains few samples of incorrect order (4%) and direction (3%) probably because the input was done at the end of the school year when children produce less mistakes. Therefore, to fully validate order and direction classifiers, negative samples described by Table This dataset containing symbols drawn by 952 children is publicly available on a dedicated web page 3 with a ground truth for each criterion, and results of the presented approach to be used in the future as a baseline for the analysis task.
Generation of a Ground-Truth with an Expert 335
In the OT dataset, it is often difficult to estimate the correctness of a sample as children are learning to write. Therefore an expert has manually created the ground truth with the following rules. First, a sample is correct with regards to shape if it is similar to the expected letter, it cannot be confused with another letter and if there are no strokes modifying the letter aspect. Moreover, as 340 it exits different levels of deformation for the shape, the expert can qualify Figure 14 : The true positive similarity (TPS) and true negative similarity (TNS) values measure the similarity of a confidence-based system with an expert. Thus, a sample with a strong confidence will be more penalised than a sample with a weak confidence when the result is different from the expert. These curves show respectively the true positive similarity for strong and weak positive samples, and the true negative similarity for the strong and weak negative samples with regards to the classifier confidence. positive/negative samples with a strong or weak confidence. Then, a sample is correct relatively to order and direction respectively if the order and direction of elementary strokes are correct. Ground truth of NODT and NST datasets are automatically deduced from the generation process.
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Two metrics called true positive similarity (TPS) and true negative similarity (TNS) are introduced to measure the similarity between the output of the system (i.e. a confidence value) with the expert decision. These metrics illustrated in Figure 14 penalise more errors of the classifier when a sample is ground-truthed with a strong confidence. 350 
Evaluation Protocol
The evaluation protocol is based on two types of evaluation metrics reflecting performances of confidence-based and binary classifiers. The former uses a ROC curve created by changing the confidence threshold to show system performances at different operating points. The latter computes the analysis rate of positive 355 and negative samples. Finally, to have a uniform comparison of criteria, analysis rates of positive and negative samples are also computed for a confidence-based classifier by using a confidence threshold of 0.5.
Each criterion is tested on specific testing datasets: shape (OT and NST), order (OT and NODT) and direction (OT and NODT) to avoid data duplica-360 tion, e.g. the evaluation of shape does not need to be performed on NODT as all shapes are in OT.
The baseline of this work is the approach presented in [5] with recognitionbased features -summarised in Table 2 -combined with the confidence-based classifier. The binary decision of order and direction classifiers are set up em-365 pirically in [5] by fixing a confidence threshold (0.2 and 0.25 respectively). It is important to note that the presented approach uses three distinct analysers for the criteria shape, order and direction corresponding to the confidence-based, binary order and binary direction classifiers as opposition of the baseline that is only based on the confidence-based classifier.
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In the presented approach, the importance factor β g in equation (8) is equal to 0.9 to have less false negatives during the estimation of the rejection threshold, and the size of the median stroke is s m = 5 (i.e. 5 points resulting from the HBF49 [7] spatial sampling) to be discriminant. The choice of a high value for the importance factor β g is motivated by the fact that the system should not 375 penalise a children if the letter can be interpreted as 'correct', therefore false positives are tolerated but not false negatives. The adjusting weights α s for the shape in equation (15) is fixed to 1.1. The maximum score α 0 and α 1 in equation (15) are respectively set up to 0.5 and 0.35 to be in the orange or red part of the colour scale indicator when there is an error of order and/or 380 direction.
Results
Before giving quantitative results about handwriting analysis, it is important to analyse feedback of children about this first experimentation with tactile digital devices. In-class experiments conducted with the multi-criteria classifier 385 have shown that children get quickly familiar with the application and try to improve the evaluation score that is well understood. Moreover, the personalised feedback allows children to progress with autonomy at their own speed, and to stay concentrated during the whole session of 20 minutes which is difficult for young children. Some of them were so involved that they did not want to stop.
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Quantitative and qualitative results of all criteria are summed up in Table 5 and Figure 16 . In all qualitative figures, evaluation results are displayed with an encompassing rectangle: green (true positive), blue (true negative), orange (false negative) and red (false positive) where the decision threshold is 0.5. Moreover, confidence scores are displayed on the bottom left corner with four 395 levels of correctness: very good (green with a dark star), good (green), average (orange) and incorrect (red) corresponding to a uniform partition of confidence ranges. However, before to describe in details these results per criterion, it is important to note that the shape correctness is a necessary condition to perform order and direction analysis as shown in Figure 15 and justifies the choice of 400 the presented hierarchical classifier. In Figure 16 , results on the three criteria are given for five letters 'R'. The samples #0, #1 and #2 correspond to letters that are correct for all criteria. The samples #3 and #4 have respectively an incorrect order (b) and direction (c) although the shape (a) is correct. In #3, the order is incorrect because the first and second stroke drawn correspond to 405 the second and first median stroke of the model, therefore there is an inversion between the two first strokes. In 4#, the direction is incorrect because the vertical line is not a descending stroke. The rest of this section presents results per criterion as follows: Table 5 : Comparison between the previous approach [5] and the multi-criteria classifier. Results are presented with True Positive Similarity and True Negative Similarity (TPS -TNS) evaluation scores on the three criteria: Shape, Order and Direction. Features used in [5] and introduced in this paper are respectively described in details in Table 2 and Table 3 .
(a) Confidence-based classifier (with features of the previous approach [5] ) Shape [5] Order [5] Direction [ Figure 15 : Results on the shape criteria: scores decrease coherently with the deformation of the shape.
Shape
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The first part of the evaluation is the operating point resulting from the Log-Cauchy distribution (i.e. a confidence of 0.5) of which results are presented in Table 5 and show a change in the TPS (True Positive Similarity) / TNS (True Negative Similarity) from 0.96/0.85 to 0.95/0.94. It corresponds to a better similarity of 60% with the expert for negative samples while it decreases 415 of 20% for negatives. More precisely, ROC results presented in Figure 18 show improvements at different operating points which means analyse-based features (i.e. fuzzy histogram of orientations) have a significant impact on the results. Qualitative results in Figure 15 and Figure 16 (a) show a coherent decreasing of the confidence score independently of the number of strokes and direction/order 420 correctness. Nevertheless, some errors remains as presented in Figure 17 (a): a#3, a#4 are borderline errors but a#1 and a#2 are shapes with missing/additional strokes and a#0 contains strokes that do not respect relative stroke proportions. Although, a#0, a#1 and a#2 are close to the decision border, this underlines limits of the presented model. One possible research direction to 425 solve this problem would be firstly to represent a gesture with multiple clusters to have closest borders.
Order
Quantitative results in Table 5 show a significant improvement of the TP-S/TNS from 0.51/0.76 to 0.99/0.99 corresponding to a decreasing of respec-430 tively 98% and 96% of the analysis of positive and negative symbols compared to the expert decision. This is mainly due to the presented approach to identify elementary strokes as depicted in Figure 16 (b) which is more robust than a confidence-based classifier. Remaining errors cases in Figure 17 (b) correspond to symbols with deformations at the limit of the shape correctness. Qualitative Figure 16 : Qualitative results on the three criteria with positive shapes and where strokes are coloured from the first to the fourth with red, blue, green and brown (the begin and end of each stroke is represented respectively with a circle and a cross). In (b) and (e) median strokes are represented with thicker lines as in Figure 10 . 
Direction
Quantitative results in Table 5 show a significant improvement of the TP-S/TNS from 0.91/0.67 to 0.97/0.98 corresponding to a decreasing of respectively 440 67% and 94% of the analysis error of positive and negative symbols compared to the expert decision. It is explained by the use of local fuzzy histograms of directions that is a finer representation of local directions. It works with various number of strokes and independently of the order as presented in Figure 16 (c). Similarly to order, errors cases correspond to deformations at the limit of the 445 shape correctness as depicted in Figure 17 (c).
Multi-Criteria
The multi-criteria confidence corresponds to the feedback given to the children. Therefore, this score depends on two main aspects: the legibility and the ductus on which the importance of each aspect is fixed by teachers based on 450 children skills and the aim of the handwriting exercise. Figure 19 illustrates three possible strategies for the teacher to customise the feedback returned to the children. In Figure 19 (a), it corresponds to an early learning stage, shape, order and direction must correspond to the model. Therefore, errors in order (a#2), direction (a#3, a#4) and shape (a#3) are penalised. As opposition, 455 the strategy in Figure 19 (b) corresponds to an advance learning stage, where children acquired their own writing style. The legibility is therefore the only evaluation criterion. Finally, in Figure 19 (c) and Figure 19(d) respectively, there is no constraint of order and direction. These strategies are intermediate learning stages where a constraint about order or direction can be relaxed.
460
Consequently, c#2 and d#4 become correct compared to first strategy as the order and direction are respectively not considered as a mistake. The sample 3 is incorrect in direction and slightly deformed. In d#3, the score is on the middle as it has slightly an incorrect shape but a correct order. This illustrates the versatility of the method to adapt to various pedagogical scenarios to satisfy Figure 19 : Qualitative results of the multi-criteria classifier with the colour scale indicator returned to the children. It illustrates four possible strategies for the teacher to customise the feedback returned to the children (i.e. multi-criteria). In (a), it corresponds to an early learning stage, the shape, order and direction must correspond to the model. The strategy (b) only concentrates on the legibility. In (c) and (d) respectively, there is no constraint of order and direction.
significant improvements compared to [5] that are explained by the five main contributions. A multi-criteria approach combining the results of the three classifiers is used to give a precised feedback to children summarising kinematic and legibility aspects of the writing. The shape resulting from that approach 495 is based two complementary aspects: the distance to the theoretical model and the confusion with other models (intra and inter scores). A method to identify elementary strokes based on median strokes analyses precisely the order independently of the drawing direction. Specific features using fuzzy histograms of orientation and direction characterise finely shape and direction. The indepen-500 dent analysis of each criterion is only given to teachers to help them during the remediation to identify difficulties and errors of children. Teachers can customised the feedback given to children by focusing on the legibility or/and the ductus. Finally, feedback of children and teachers about the use of tactile digital devices and the digital workbook in schools have been very positive. 505 
Future Work
The next steps of the IntuiScript project are the analysis of the fluidity that is a fundamental criterion to characterise the cursive writing. To handle this problem, methods based on lognormal models [25, 26] seem promising. Finally, the IntuiScript project will let teachers define their own models in 510 an authoring mode by firstly asking to the teacher to draw letter samples and secondly by consolidating with children samples collected during the remediation to adjust the model to teacher expectations. Consequently, the model learnt will allow several configurations of correct orders and directions. Therefore, further experiments will be conducted to validate the existing incremental generative 515 and discriminative learning approaches presented in this research work for the authoring mode.
